
SOLUTION BRIEF
AGILE DEVELOPMENT

NEXT-LEVEL AGILITY 
Bluescape is a secure virtual workspace that allows dispersed Agile teams to 
plan and perform like they are all in the same room. With virtual whiteboards, 
templates, presentation tools, and integrations with all other tools of choice, 
Bluescape drives efficiency and productivity—from program increment planning 
through project delivery.

CONNECT TEAMS
Secure access anytime, anywhere. Centralize tools, aggregate data, and 
drive communication and collaboration—eliminating information gaps, 
miscommunications, and delays.

ACCELERATE WORKFLOWS
Align teams for planning and coordinating work on projects, sprints, or 
development. Bluescape is a single pane of glass solution for creating and 
managing workflows in real-time, driving agility at an enterprise scale.

INCREASE TRANSPARENCY AND OPENNESS
Visualize workflows, tasks, and processes. Aggregate and share information. 
Interact in real-time and asynchronously through persistent, visual workspaces. 

BLUESCAPE SOLVES AGILE CHALLENGES
• Location 

Geographically dispersed teams can connect and engage
• Limitless  Collaboration 

Accommodates both large groups of real-time contributors and their most 
complex projects

• Versatility 
Templates and artifacts can be created once, then deployed and run at any 
level of secure networks
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Explore Bluescape. Schedule a demo for your team: government@bluescape.com

MISSION-READY SECURITY 

• Trusted by federal agencies:  
DISA IL-4/5 certified and FedRAMP 
Moderate+ certified.

• Top-secret, Level B certification 

• Complies with NIST CSF, NIST 800-171, 
FIPS 140-2, and ISO 27001 

• Authority to Operate on 
Joint Worldwide Intelligence 
Communication System (JWICS) 

• Authority to operate in the U.S. DoD: 
NAVSEA ATO at IL4/IL5 for CUI and 
DISA ATO and Support for ITAR 

• In sponsorship for ATO on SIPR

Sprint Towards Mission Outcomes
Security, agility, and visibility



FEATURING
VIRTUAL WORKSPACES
Add, organize, and discuss content in an infinite collaborative 
canvas securely accessible from any device, at any time.

WHITEBOARDING
Use drawing and diagramming tools and virtual sticky notes 
to create planning boards, track progress, and capture and 
organize ideas and actions.

TEMPLATES
Support your ceremonies and Scrum teams with a library 
of templates. Customize or create your own templates, 
complete with access controls.

CONTENT SUPPORT
Securely share files, documents, live data, websites, 
applications, and high-resolution images and videos.  
Add links to approved cloud file-sharing services, including 
Microsoft GCC High.

ANNOTATION AND COMMENTS
Capture feedback and mark up documents with drawing 
tools. Add comments and @mention colleagues to keep 
everyone on the same page.

POPSYNC METASEARCH
Search multiple asset repositories at the same time and 
quickly review results in the workspace.

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
Flexible deployment options include public and private 
cloud. Physical installations on-premises and in air-gapped 
environments are also available.

API
The Bluescape API enables bi-directional integrations with 
third-party platforms and AI/ ML solutions to see information 
in context and streamline workflows.

BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE
Access your workspaces and work together with others 
through your web browser or our desktop, mobile, and  
in-room clients.

ABOUT BLUESCAPE
Bluescape makes the impossible—possible. Secure, 
collaborative workspaces accelerate discussions into  
full-scale planning sessions, collaborative development,  
and content interactions. Move beyond whiteboards and 
screen shares to project execution.

Bluescape customers include Fortune 100 companies, 
government agencies, higher education, and media and 
entertainment. 

A Silicon Valley-based company, Bluescape was founded  
and is based in the United States.

To learn more about how Bluescape can help accelerate  
agile processes, schedule a demo for your team: 
government@bluescape.com

Learn more at bluescape.com/public-sector and follow  
us on Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook.
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STAY ON THE SAME PAGE, EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT IN THE SAME ROOM
Bluescape brings content and data together in a workspace to create a single source of truth.

BLUESCAPE MAKES IT SIMPLE FOR TEAMS TO ACCESS, SHARE, AND COLLABORATE—
BRINGING DATA, TOOLS, AND PEOPLE TOGETHER IN A SECURE DIGITAL SPACE. 


